RALI Swiss Hand Planes
■ Extremely

easy to use, set up, or adjust

■ Change

blades in less than 10 seconds alignment is automatic

■ Lifetime

construction - virtually
indestructible even with heavy use

■ Instant

fingertip control over blade depth
using red lever at top of plane

■ Unique

laminated steel soles provide a perfectly flat and smooth base

for life
■ Throat
■ Back

opening is adjustable on most models using included key

iron is easily adjusted with a roller — adapts to any job

■ Swiss

design and quality throughout

105 Pro Block Plane
A professional-quality block plane with a 105mm
(4-1/8") precision-laminated steel sole, corrosionresistant nickel or black sides,
adjustable back plate, and
eccentric cam instant blade adjustment – a compact,
parallel design to the 220 PRO. Very comfortable to
hold, with exceptional heft for its size!

220 Pro Full-size Plane
A full-size professional-quality smoothing plane with a
220mm (8-5/8") precisionlaminated steel sole, corrosionresistant nickel or black sides,
adjustable throat opening and back plate, and
replacement blade storage recess. Tracks easily.
Ergonomic grips make the 220 a joy to use!

SWISS

HANDPLANE

260L Pro
Smoothing Plane
The 260 is the latest and largest addition to the
RALI line, and offers unique advantages along
with the longest bed (260mm, or 10") of any RALI
plane. If you prefer the feel of a conventional plane together with the
unique benefits of RALI design and quality, the 260 is your answer! With its
extra length and weight, this smoothing plane eagerly welcomes its tasks,
and leaves you with perfect results! Offering a design more similar to
common planes, the 260 is also the only RALI to incorporate acceptance of
a resharpenable blade as well as RALI's unique
reversible and replaceable blades: the plane is
supplied with one blade of each type.
Replacement blades are the same 48 mm size
used in the 220 and 105 models.

Bull Nose Plane
This handy plane enables you to create a smooth,
even surface all the way into an inside corner.
Manufactured using the same design and features
as the RALI rabbeting planes, but with the blade
edge positioned at the front, the B30N also uses the same quick-change,
self-aligning 30 mm blades and fits comfortably into your hand for
maximum ease and convenience. Blades can also
be adjusted laterally for quick and easy rabbeting
work. The body is nickel-plated, with a heavy
laminated steel sole for optimal performance and
heft. An essential tool for the serious
cabinetmaker or furniture builder.

SWISS

HANDPLANE

GO3L Universal
Rabbeting Plane
A heavy-duty yet compact universal rabbeting
plane with a 105mm (4-1/8") precision-laminated
steel sole and blackened
steel sides plus unique RALI blade system. Ideal
for site work. Optional fence available. Uses
30mm blades.

Full-size
Rabbeting Plane
This top-of-the-line rabbeting plane is constructed
with a heavy 245mm (9-5/8") laminated steel sole
plate and smooth, nickel-plated sides. Its significant
length gives it great stability and smoothness in operation. Like its smaller
cousin (the G03, with a 4" long bed), the G30N offers instant adjustment of
blade depth through an integrated eccentric cam. Throat opening is also
adjustable, and the quick-change 30 mm blades can be easily repositioned
laterally for perfect corners on either side.
Thoughtful design also includes a convenient
storage cavity for spare blades. Easy-adjust fence is
included. Fence is same as optional on the G03L,
and may be used on either plane. The ultimate
rabbeting plane for the serious shop!

Ralimatic
Hobby Plane
An affordable and compact, yet precise and
durable hobby plane with unmatched operating
ease and convenience. Use on all woods and
synthetic materials. Includes RALI single-lever depth control and quick
change features.

